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Executive Summary
• There is a litany of research that concludes that sentiment has a significant effect on housing prices particular in boom and
bust scenarios. ‘Animal spirits’, originally coined by John Maynard Keynes, guides human behavior by inserting
unpredictability into market cycles. This can be witnessed in the run-up and crash of the American housing market from
2000-2011.
• We opine similar effects of ‘animal spirits’ influence the Dubai real estate cycles by amplifying volatility. One of the major
events that ignited ‘animal spirits’ was the build up to the win of the World Expo 2020. Over the 21-month period in the race
to win the position as the host city, prices escalated by 40%, and another 18%, within 5 months after the win. Price hikes
were considerably higher during times closer to the announcements dates. Although, the world expo event has had
numerous positive effects on other host cities in the past, the realization of these effects are over a longer gestation period
and closer to the actual event itself.
• A closer look into the timeline of news published relating to the real estate market reveals that there is a lag effect between
predicting or stating market conditions compared to the realities on the ground. These instances can be witnessed in both
the US and Dubai market, where the news articles clustered around the inflection points are still preaching either pessimism
or optimism, but in reality the turn around has already begun as smart money has entered the market. It is this lag effect
between “animal spirits” as reflected in the media and the “smart money” around inflection points that is the greatest
indicator of the ineffectiveness of the media’s impact on the predictive role of asset prices.
• Capital markets historically have been a leading indicator and a gauge to measure levels of economic activity. The recent
surge in equity values on the DFM has followed closely by transactional values in real estate rising and a bottoming out of
prices. Whilst it is too early to state whether an inflection point has been reached, it is worthwhile to note the symbiotic
relationship between capital markets and real estate values.
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The World Expo and Animal Spirits

“Long run is a misleading guide to current affairs. In the long run we are all dead” John Maynard Keynes
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‘World Expo Effect’ - A look into Price Action
Dubai Wins the bid to host World Expo 2020
November 28, 2013
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The above chart depicts the change in real estate prices during the build-up of the win to the World Expo 2020. There is a higher
increase in price change closer to the announcement for the bid and win of the World Expo event. This is an example of how
animal spirits were ignited by an exogenous event, that could potentially have great economic benefits in the future. However,
after the win of the expo, irrational exuberance cooled down, as realization set in that the actual benefits of the event would
accrue over a longer period of time.
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‘World Expo Effect’ - A look into Transactional Activity
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A similar trend can be witnessed in the buying patters to that of the price fluctuations. There was spurt in activity from the time
of the bid of the event till shortly after the win. However, months after the win transactional activity began to decline, as the
euphoria of the event died down and speculative activity surrounding the event began to recede.

Media and Inflection Points

“Long run is a misleading guide to current affairs. In the long run we are all dead” John Maynard Keynes
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A look into the News Headlines in Dubai While the Correction was Under-Way

Dubai Investments chief expects UAE real estate growth
until 2018 – 12th April 2014

Prices rise 17%, but Dubai luxury property still
cheap – March 4th 2014

Dubai's Property Market Booming On Safe
Haven Status – August 29th 2015

6 reasons why Dubai's real estate is on the boom –
March 3rd 2014
Why The Dubai Property Boom Will Last
This Time Around – 19th May 2014
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The above chart depicts the news headline that were circulated in the media around the time before prices began to decline in
mid-2014. Majority of the themes of articles were buyout with a general notion that prices would increase further, thereby
underlining the notion that media reports and the zeitgeist is often guilty of the “herd mentality” that they themselves warn
investors against.

A look into the News Headlines for the Dubai Real Estate Market - From Bull to Bear
Jun 9, 2014: UAE Central Bank
Warns Dubai Property Bubble May
Be Forming - Gulf Business News

Dec 8, 2014: Dubai
sees first quarterly
house price drop in
four years – AB

Apr 8, 2014: Property prices in Dubai
rise 33%, expected to rise further Khaleej Times

Dec 23, 2015: Gloom
descends on Gulf as oil price
slump hits economy –
Financial Times

Jul 10, 2015: Dubai property
will return to growth path in
2016-17 - Khaleej Times

Jul 20, 2014: Rise of Dubai
property market slowing Al-Arabiya
May 19, 2014: Why The Dubai
Property Boom Will Last This
Time Around - Gulf Business
News

Oct 5, 2014: Will
Dubai avoid the
dreaded real
estate bubble? Property
Community

Mar 2, 2014: 6 reasons why Dubai's
real estate is on the boom
Emirates 24/7Aug 5, 2014: Dubai property
market still sparkling...for
now - CNBC

July, 2014

Feb 29, 2016: Dubai property
values, rents to continue to fall
over next 12 months - AB

Mar 3, 2015: Dubai property
price slide deepens
-Financial Times

Feb 21, 2015:
Optimism among
UAE real estate
investors hits 30month low - AB

Oct 5 2016: T he price dip could be
there all through 2016 – Gulf News

Apr 13, 2015: More signs of
slowdown in Dubai property
market - National
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The above graph reveals how the tone of the media changed from optimism to pessimism in the current down-turn. It reveals
that once prices actually plateaued and turned negative, the tone changed. This reiterates that point that investors need to
analyze the fundamentals, compared to following the media in order to define their position, and that the “zeitgeist” as
reflected by media reports has been lagging market activity, especially during inflection points.

Media on USA real-estate Before the 2012 Bull Run

US Housing Crisis Is Now Worse Than
Great Depression
Jun 14, 2011

Housing Market Recovery Has Officially
Begun
May 15, 2012

Foreclosure backlogs could take
decades to clear out
Nov 8, 2011

US Housing Market Still On Life Support;
Prices At 2003 Levels
Nov 29, 2011

House of horrors, part 2
Nov 24, 2011

Falling prices whacked low-priced homes hardest
Jun 6, 2011
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This sort of lag is witnessed in other countries and markets as well. The above graph shows that before the inflection
point of 2012 the media was still publishing research and articles that vastly portrayed a further doom and gloom
scenario, which continued well after the inflection point in asset prices had been reached. It is this lag effect between
“animal spirits” as reflected in the media and the “smart money” around inflection points that is the greatest indicator
of the ineffectiveness of the media’s impact on the predictive role of asset prices.

Stock Markets and Real Estate

“I don’t know where the stock market is going, but I will say this, that if it continues higher, this will do more to
stimulate the economy than anything we’ve been talking about today or anything anybody else was talking about”Alan Greenspan
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Dubai Financial Markets and Real Estate Prices
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Capital markets historically have been a leading indicator and a gauge to measure levels of economic activity. As the above
graph shows, they have also been a leading indicator for predicting real estate asset values. The recent surge in equity values on
the DFM has followed closely by transactional values in real estate rising and a bottoming out of prices. Whilst it is too early to
state whether an inflection point has been reached, it is worthwhile to note the symbiotic relationship between capital markets
and real estate values.

Conclusions
‘Animal
spirits’,
originally
coined by John Maynard
Keynes,
guides
human
behavior
by
inserting
unpredictability into market
cycles

Animal Spirits and the World Expo 2020

Media and Inflection Points

A prominent example that portrayed the effects
of ‘animal spirits’ recently in the real estate
market was the run up to winning the bid for the
World Expo Event.

There is a lag effect between the tone of the media
and the realities of the market.

The benefits of the event are brought about to
the economy over a longer period, especially
closer to the event itself. However, prices
escalated by 40% till the run up, and another 20%
after the win.

A closer examination of the price hikes reveals
that the largest increases transpired during times
closer to the announcements and immediately
after the win

Capital markets historically
have been a leading indicator
and a gauge to measure levels
of economic activity

In mid-2014, when the majority of articles were
preaching optimism and further prices hikes, the
market index had already begun to plateau and fall.
This phenomena can be witnessed in the markets of
other countries. For example in 2012, before the
recovery of US housing market, the media was vastly
portraying a gloom and doom scenario.
The goes to show that the media should not be used
as a tool to detect inflection points and a turn
around of the market.

Stock Market as a Future Indicator

Conclusion

Historically, capital markets have been used as a
leading indicator to measure future health of the
economy.

Decisions driven by ‘animal spirits’ and the media
usually cause the investor to get trapped in herd
mentality, consequently blinding them from seeing
the inflection point in the market.

The recent spike in equity values on the DFM has
followed closely by transactional values in real
estate rising and a bottoming out of prices.
Whilst it is too early to state whether an inflection
point has been reached, it is worthwhile to note
the symbiotic relationship between capital markets
and real estate values.

In order for investors to better gauge market
conditions and inflection points, a deeper analysis
is needed to assess the real value of the asset.

GCP believes in in-depth planning and discipline as a
mechanism to identify and exploit market
discrepancy and capitalize on diversified revenue
streams.

REIDIN.com is the leading real estate information
company focusing on emerging markets.

Our purpose is to manage, direct, and create wealth
for our clients.

REIDIN.com offers intelligent and user-friendly online
information solutions helping professionals access
relevant data and information in a timely and cost
effective basis.
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